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Abstract. We present a task-centered formal analysis of the relative
power of several robot designs, inspired by the unique properties and
constraints of micro-scale robotic systems. Our task of interest is object
manipulation because it is a fundamental prerequisite for more complex
applications such as micro-scale assembly or cell manipulation. Motivated by the difficulty in observing and controlling agents at the microscale, we focus on the design of boundary interactions: the robot’s motion strategy when it collides with objects or the environment boundary,
otherwise known as a bounce rule. We present minimal conditions on
the sensing, memory, and actuation requirements of periodic “bouncing”
robot trajectories that move an object in a desired direction through
the incidental forces arising from robot-object collisions. Using an information space framework and a hierarchical controller, we compare
several robot designs, emphasizing the information requirements of goal
completion under different initial conditions, as well as what is required
to recognize irreparable task failure. Finally, we present a physicallymotivated model of boundary interactions, and analyze the robustness
and dynamical properties of resulting trajectories.

1

Introduction

Robots at the micro-scale have unique constraints on the amount of possible onboard information processing. Despite this limitation, future biomedical
applications of micro-robots, such as drug delivery, tissue grafting, and minimally invasive surgery, demand sophisticated locomotion, planning, and manipulation [20,21]. While certain robotic systems have succeeded at these tasks
with assistance from external sensors and actuators [23], the minimal sensing
and actuation requirements of these tasks are not well-understood.
Ideally, designs at this scale would not require fine-grained, individual motion control, due to the extreme difficulty in observing and communicating with
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individual agents. In fact, micro-scale locomotion is often a direct consequence
of the fixed or low degree-of-freedom morphology of the robot, suggesting that
direct co-design of robots and their motion strategies may be necessary [4]. The
work presented in this manuscript provides the beginning of a theory of taskcentered robot design, used to devise micro-robot morphology and propulsion
mechanisms. In order to inform the design of task-capable micro-robotic platforms, we analyze the information requirements of tasks [7].
We focus on the task of micromanipulation with micro-robots, a fundamental task underlying more complex procedures such as drug delivery and cell
transplantation [13]. In this paper, we investigate micro-robot motion strategies
that explicitly use boundary interactions: the robot’s action when it encounters
an environment boundary. Identifying minimal information requirements in this
setting is essential for reasoning about robot performance, and is also a first step
toward automating co-design of robots and their policies. In Section 2, we define
abstract yet physically motivated models, aiming to roughly cover an interesting
set of possible micro-robot realizations. Section 3 motivates our task of interest
and our assumptions. In Section 4, we compare several robot designs and state
results on requirements for task completion, with respect to controller complexity, sensor power, and onboard memory. Finally in Section 5 we state results for
the robustness of the periodic trajectories used in the hierarchical controller.
1.1

Background and Related Work

The scientific potential of precise manipulation at microscopic scales has been
appreciated for close to a century [5]. As micro/nano-robots have become increasingly sophisticated, biomedical applications such as drug delivery [13] and
minimally-invasive surgery [21] have emerged as grand challenges in the field [25].
To formally analyze the information requirements of planar micromanipulation, we deliberately abstract many physically-motivated actuators and sensors,
such as odometry, range-sensing, differential-drive locomotion, and others. Additionally, similar to the work in [7], we avoid tool-specific manipulation by
purposefully abstracting robot-object contacts in an effort to be more general.
However, we focus on collision-based manipulation instead of push-based. Recent
publications have illustrated the value of robot-boundary collisions in generating
reliable and robust robot behaviors [11,14,19]. Thus, through deliberate abstraction we develop and analyze a model of collision-based micromanipulation that
can serve as a test-bed for micro-robotic designs.
Despite substantial advances in micro-robotics, agents at micro/nano lengthscales face fundamental difficulties and constraints. For one, as robots decrease
in size and mass, common components such as motors, springs and latches experience trade-offs in force/velocity generation that limit their output and constrain the space of feasible mechanical designs [9]. Furthermore, battery capacities and efficiencies [16], as well as charging and power harvesting [6], experience diminishing performance at small scales, which restrict electrical designs of
micro-machines. These limitations collectively amount to a rebuke of traditionally complex robotic design at the length-scales of interest, and suggest that a
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minimalist approach may be necessary. The minimal approach to robot design
asks, “what is the most simple robot that can accomplish a given task?”
Minimalist approaches to microrobot design often exploit the close relationship between morphology and computation. For example, a DNA-based nanorobot is capable of capturing and releasing molecular payloads in response to
a binary stimulus [8]. The inclusion of a given set of sensors or actuators in a
design can enable robotic agents to sidestep complex computation and planning
in favor of direct observation or action. Alternatively, in top-down approaches
the formulation of high-level control policies can guide the physical design of
robots [17]. While many approaches have seen success in their respective domains, the problem of optimizing the design of a robot subject to a given task
has been shown to be NP-hard [18].
Due to information constraints, designing control policies for minimal robots
remains a challenge. In order to achieve complex tasks, controllers are often handtuned to take advantage of the intrinsic dynamics of the system. For example,
in [1,2] the authors show that one can develop controllers for minimal agents
(solely equipped with a clock and a contact sensor) that can achieve spatial
navigation, coverage, and localization by taking advantage of the details of the
agents’ dynamics. Hence, in order to develop control strategies amenable to the
constraints of such robots, one requires substantial analytical understanding of
the capabilities of minimal robots.
A unifying theory of robotic capabilities was established in [15]. The authors
develop an information-based approach to analyzing and comparing different
robot designs with respect to a given task. The key insight lies in distilling the
minimal information requirements for a given task and expressing them in an
appropriately chosen information space for the task. Then, as long as we are capable of mapping the individual information histories of different robot designs
into the task information space, the performance of robots may be compared.
Our main contribution to this body of work is a novel demonstration of the approach in [15] to an object manipulation task. Additionally, we use a hierarchical
approach to combine the resulting high-level task completion guarantees with
results on the robustness of low-level controllers.

2

Model and Definitions

Here we introduce relevant abstractions for characterizing robots generally, as
well as their capabilities for given tasks. We largely follow from the work of [12,15].
2.1

Primitives and Robots

In this work, a robot is modelled as a point in the plane; this model has obvious
limitations, but captures enough to be useful for many applications, especially
in vitro where the robot workspace is often a thin layer of fluid. Hence, its
configuration space is X ⊆ SE(2), and its configuration is represented as (x, y, θ).
The robot’s environment is E ⊆ R2 , along with a collection of lines representing
boundaries; these may be one-dimensional “walls” or bounded polygons. The
environment may contain objects that will be static unless acted upon.
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Following the convention of [15], we define a robot through sets of primitives.
A primitive, Pi , defines a “mode of operation” of a robot, and is a 4-tuple Pi =
(Ui , Yi , fi , hi ) where Ui is the action set, Yi is the observation set, fi : X ×Ui → X
is the state transition function, and hi : X × Ui → Yi is the observation function.
Primitives may correspond to use of either a sensor or an actuator, or both if their
use is simultaneous (see [12] for examples). We will model time as proceeding in
discrete stages. At stage k the robot occupies a configuration xk ∈ X, observes
sensor reading yki ∈ Yi , and chooses its next action uik ∈ Ui for each i primitive in
its set. A robot may then be defined as a 5-tuple R = (X, U, Y, f, h) comprised of
the robot’s configuration space in conjunction with the elements of the primitives
4-tuples. With some abuse of notation, we occasionally write robot definitions as
R = {P1 , ..., PN } when robots share the same configuration space to emphasize
differences between robot capabilities.
2.2 Information Spaces
A useful abstraction to reason about robot behavior in the proposed framework is the information space (I-space). Information spaces are defined according to actuation and sensing capabilities of robots, and depend closely on the
robot’s history of actions and measurements. We denote the history of actions
and sensor observations at stage k as (u1 , y1 , . . . , uk , yk ). The history, combined with initial conditions η0 = (u0 , y0 ), yields the history information state,
ηk = (η0 , u1 , y1 , . . . , uk , yk ). In this framework, initial conditions may either be
the exact starting state of the system, or a set of possible starting states, or a
prior belief distribution. The collection of all possible information histories is
known as the history information space, Ihist . It is important to note that a
robot’s history I-space is intrinsically defined by the robot primitives and its
initial conditions. Hence, it is not generally fruitful to compare the information
histories of different robots.
Derived information spaces should be constructed to reason about the capabilities of different robot designs. A derived I-space is defined by an information
map κ : Ihist → Ider that maps histories in the history I-space to states in the
derived I-space Ider . Mapping different histories to the same derived I-space allows us to directly compare different robots. The exact structure of the derived
I-space depends on the task of interest; an abstraction must be chosen that allows for both meaningful comparison of the robots as well as determination of
task success.
In order to be able to compare robot trajectories within the derived I-space,
we introduce an information preference relation to distinguish between derived
information states [15]. We discriminate these information states based on a
distance metric to a given goal region IG ⊆ Ider which represents success for a
task. Using a relation of this type we can assess “preference” over information
states, notated as κ(η (1) )  κ(η (2) ) if an arbitrary η (2) is preferred over η (1) .
2.3 Robot Dominance
Extending on the definition of information preference relations in the previous
section, we can define a similar relation to compare robots. Here, we define
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Fig. 1: (a) A rectangular object in a long corridor that can only translate to the
left or right, like a cart on a track. The robot’s task is to move the object into
the green goal region. (b) The robot, shown in green, executes a trajectory in
which it rotates the same relative angle each time it collides.
a relation that captures a robot’s ability to “simulate” another given a policy.
Policies are mappings π from an I-space to an action set: the current information
state determines the robot’s next action. We additionally define a function F
that iteratively applies a policy to update an information history. The updated
history I-state is given by ηm+k = F m (ηk , π, xk ), where xk ∈ X.
Definition 1. (Robot dominance from [15]) Consider two robots with a task
specified by reaching a goal region IG ⊆ Ider :
R1 = (X (1) , U (1) , Y (1) , f (1) , h(1) )
R2 = (X (2) , U (2) , Y (2) , f (2) , h(2) ).
(1)

(2)

(1)

Given I-maps κ1 : Ihist → Ider and κ2 : Ihist → Ider , if for all: η (1) ∈ Ihist
(2)
and η (2) ∈ Ihist for which κ1 (η (1) )  κ2 (η (2) ); and u(1) ∈ U (1) ; there exists a
(2)
policy, defined as π2 : Ihist → U (2) , generating actions for R2 such that for all
(1)
(1)
x ∈X
consistent with η (1) and all x(2) ∈ X (2) consistent with η (2) , there
exists a positive integer l such that
κ1 (η (1) , u(1) , h(1) (x(1) , u(1) ))  κ2 (F l (η (2) , π2 , x(2) ))
then R2 dominates R1 under κ1 and κ2 , denoted R1 E R2 . If both robots can
simulate each other (R1 E R2 and R2 E R1 ), then R1 and R2 are equivalent,
denoted by R1 ≡ R2 . Lastly, we introduce the following lemma:
Lemma 1. (from [15]) Consider three robots R1 , R2 , and R3 and an I-map κ.
If R1 E R2 under κ, we have:
(a) R1 E R1 ∪ R3 (adding primitives never hurts);
(b) R2 ≡ R2 ∪ R1 (redundancy does not help);
(c) R1 ∪ R3 E R2 ∪ R3 (no unexpected interactions).

3

Manipulating a Cart in a Long Corridor

We begin our analysis of the information requirements of micro-scale object
manipulation by introducing a simple, yet rich, problem of interest. Consider a
long corridor, containing a rectangular object, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The object
may only translate left or right down the corridor, and cannot translate toward
the corridor walls or rotate. We can abstract this object as a cart on a track;
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physically, such one-dimensional motion may arise at the micro-scale due to
electromagnetic forces from the walls of the corridor, from fluid effects, or from
direct mechanical constraints. The task for the robot is then to manipulate the
object into the goal region (green-shaded area in Fig. 1(a)). We believe that this
simplified example will illustrate several interesting trade-offs in the sensing,
memory, and control specification complexity necessary to solve the problem.
On its own merits, this task solves the problem of directed transport, and can be
employed as a useful component in larger, more complex microrobotic systems.
To break the symmetry of the problem, we assume that the object has at
least two distinguishable sides (left and right). For example, the two ends of the
object may emit chemical A from the left side and chemical B from the right side.
The robot may be equipped with a chemical comparator that indicates whether
the robot is closer to source A or source B (with reasonable assumptions on
diffusion rates). The object may have a detectable, directional electromagnetic
field. All these possible sensing modalities are admissible under our model. We
also assume that the dimensions of the corridor and the object are known and
will be used to design the motion strategy of the robot—often a fair assumption
in laboratory micro-robotics settings.
Here, we investigate the requirements of minimal strategies for object manipulation, given the constraints of micro-robotic control strategies. In the spirit of
minimality, we aim to tailor our low-level control policies to the natural dynamical behaviors of our system prior to the specification of increasingly abstract
control policies. To this end, we have chosen to study “bouncing robots,” which
have been shown to exhibit several behaviors, such as highly robust limit cycles, chaotic behavior, and large basins of attraction [1,14,22]. Once discovered,
these behaviors can be chained together and leveraged towards solving robotic
tasks such as coverage and localization without exceedingly complex control
strategies [3]. The key insight in this paper is that by taking advantage of spontaneous limit cycles in the system dynamics, trajectories can be engineered that,
purely as a result of the incidental collisions of the robot, manipulate objects
in the robot’s environment. Figure 1(b) shows an example of such a trajectory
constructed from iterative executions of the natural cyclic behavior of the bouncing robots. A detailed analysis of this dynamical system and its limit cycles are
presented in Section 5.

4

A Formal Comparison of Several Robot Designs

In order to achieve the goal of manipulating an object in a long corridor, we will
introduce several robot designs and then construct policies that each robot might
use to accomplish the task. Particularly, these robots were designed to achieve
the limit cycle behavior of bouncing robots, and to use this cyclic motion pattern
to push the object in a specified direction.
Prior to describing the robot designs, we introduce the relevant primitives
that will be used to construct the robots. Figure 2 shows four robotic primitives
taken directly from [15] (PA , PL , PT , and PR ) and two additional primitives
defined for the proposed task (PB and PY ). The primitive PA describes a rotation relative to the local reference frame given an angle uA . PL corresponds
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Fig. 2: Simple robotic behaviors called primitives. PA is a local rotation, PT is
a forward translation to an obstacle, PL is a forward translation a set distance,
PR is a range sensor, PB senses the color blue, and PY senses the color yellow.
to a forward translation over a chosen distance uL , and PT carries out forward
translation in the direction of the robot’s heading until it reaches an obstacle.
In addition to these actuation primitives, we define PR as a range sensor where
yR is the distance to whatever is directly in front of the robot. For the 4-tuple
specification of these primitives we refer the reader to [15]. The chosen primitives were largely selected based on their feasibility of implementation at the
micro-scale, as observed in many biological systems [22,10].
To differentiate different facets of the object being manipulated, we employ
two primitives that are sensitive to the signature of each side of the target.
PB is a blue sensor that measures yB = 1 if the color blue is visible (in the
geometric sense) given the robot’s configuration (x, y, θ), and PY is a yellow
sensor outputting yY = 1 if the color yellow is visible to the robot. More formally,
we define PB = (0, {0, 1}, fB , hB ) and PY = (0, {0, 1}, fY , hY ), where fB and
fY are trivial functions always returning 0, and the observation functions hB
and hY return 1 when the appropriate signature is in front of the robot. We
deliberately make the “blue” and “yellow” sensors abstract since they should be
thought of as placeholders for any sensing capable of breaking the symmetry of
the manipulation task, such as a chemical comparator, as discussed in Section 3.
These six simple primitives, shown in Fig. 2 can be combined in different ways
to produce robots of differing capabilities. Notably, here we develop modular
subroutines and substrategies that allow us to develop hierarchical robot designs,
enabling straightforward analysis of their capabilities. The corresponding task
performance and design complexity trade-offs between our proposed robots and
their constructed policies are explored in the following subsections.
4.1

Robot 0: Omniscient and Omnipotent

In many reported examples in micro-robot literature, the robots—as understood
through the outlined framework—are not minimal. Often, instead of grappling
with the constraints of minimal on-board computation, designers make use of
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Fig. 3: The Limit Cycle strategy uses the primitive PT , which moves forward
until coming into contact with an object, and PA , which rotates relative to the
robot heading. Once a limit cycle is completed, the count variable is incremented.
external sensors and computers to observe micro-robot states, calculate optimal actions, and actuate the micro-robots using external magnetic fields, sound
waves, or other methods [13,23,24]. Given the prevalence of such powerful robots
in the literature, we introduce a “perfect” robot to demonstrate notation and
compare to the minimal robots we present in the following sections.
We can specify the primitive for an all-capable robot as PO = (SE(2), SE(2)×
SE(2), fO , hO ), where the action set UO is the set of all possible positions and
orientations in the plane, and the observation set YO is the set of all possible
positions and orientations in the plane of both the robot and the object. The
state transition function is fO (x, u) = (x + uOx ∆tk , y + uOy ∆tk , θ + uOθ ∆tk )
where uOx , uOy , uOθ ∈ R, and ∆tk ∈ R+ is the time step corresponding to
the discrete amount of time passing between each stage k. The observation
function outputs the current configurations of the robot and object. A robot
with access to such a primitive (i.e., through external, non-minimal computing)
would be able to simultaneously observe themselves and the object anywhere
in the configuration space at all times and dexterously navigate to any location
in the environment. Given that the configuration space of the robot is some
bounded subset X of SE(2), the robot definition for this omniscient robot is
R0 = (X, SE(2), SE(2) × SE(2), fO , hO ). Since all robots employed in the task
of manipulating the cart in the long corridor share the same bounded configuration space X ⊆ SE(2), we also can define this robot using R0 = {PO }. We
use this alternative notation for robot definitions as it is less cumbersome and
highlights differences in capabilities. While it is clear that such a robot should
be able to solve the task through infinitely many policies, we provide an example
of such a policy π0 that completes the task in Algorithm ?? in the Appendix.
4.2

Robot 1: Complex

The underlying design principle behind each of the following minimal robotic
designs is modularity. We use a hierarchical control approach: at the highest
level, we have a few spatio-temporal states (see Fig. 4). In each state, we use
our available primitives to develop subroutines corresponding to useful behaviors
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such as wall following, measuring distance to an object, and orienting a robot in
the direction of the blue side of the cart. These subroutines are specified in the
Appendix. Moreover, through these subroutines we construct substrategies that
transition the robots between states, such as moving from the right hand side of
the object to the left hand side. We represent the complete robot policy πi as a
combination of these substrategies in the form of a finite state machine (FSM).
The key substrategy that enables the success of our minimal robot designs is
the Limit Cycle substrategy (shown in Fig. 3), which requires two primitives, PA
and PT , to perform. This substrategy is enabled by the fact that these bouncing
robots converge to a limit cycle for a non-zero measure set of configurations
(as shown in Section 5). All other substrategies employed in the design of our
robots serve the purpose of positioning the robot into a configuration where it
is capable of carrying out the limit cycle substrategy.
Hence, we define our robot as R1 = {PA , PT , PB , PR , PL , PY }, which makes
use of all six of the primitives shown in Fig. 2. Its corresponding policy π1 , as
represented by an FSM, is shown in Fig. 4. The details describing this policy are
in Algorithm ?? in the Appendix. We highlight that through this policy the robot
is capable of succeeding at the task from any initial condition. The substrategy
structure of the FSM—containing Initial, Left, Right, Middle and Limit Cycle
states—corresponds to different configuration domains that the robot may find
itself in as represented by the shaded regions in Fig. 4. Due to the structure of
the FSM and the task at hand, if the robot is in the Limit Cycle state it will
eventually succeed at the task. Finally, although we allocate memory for the
robot to track its success through a variable count (as seen in the substrategy
in Fig. 3) the robot does not require memory to perform this substrategy and
we have only included it for facilitating analysis.
4.3

Robot 2: Simple

Robot 2, defined as R2 = {PA , PT , PB , PR }, is comprised of a subset of the
primitives from R1 . As a result, it is not capable of executing all of the same
motion plans as R1 . As Fig. 4 shows, R2 can enter its Limit Cycle substrategy if
it starts on the left side of the object, but otherwise it will get lost. The Initial
state uses sensor feedback to transition to the substrategy the robot should use
next. The Lost state is distinct from the Initial state—once a robot is lost, it
can never recover (in this case, the robot will move until it hits a wall and then
stay there for all time). More details on policy π2 and the specific substrategies
that R2 uses can be found in Algorithm ?? in the Appendix.
4.4

Robot 3: Minimal

Robot 3, R3 = {PA , PT , PB }, contains three robotic primitives, which are a subset of the primitives of R1 and R2 . Under policy π3 (detailed in Algorithm ?? in
the Appendix), this robot can only be successful at the task if it initializes in the
Limit Cycle state, facing the correct direction. Otherwise, the robot will never
enter the limit cycle. Such a simple robot design could be useful in a scenario
when there are very many “disposable” robots deployed in the system. Even if
only a small fraction of these many simple robots start out with perfect initial
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Fig. 4: (Left) A complex robot (composed of 6 primitives) can successfully
achieve its goal no matter its initial conditions. (Middle) A simple robot (composed of 4 primitives) can only be successful if its initial conditions are on the
left side of the object. (Right) A minimal robot (composed of 3 primitives) can
only be successful if its initial conditions are within the range of the limit cycle.
conditions, the goal would still be achieved. Despite the apparent simplicity of
such a robot, we note that R3 (along with all other introduced designs) is capable of determining whether or not it is succeeding at the task or whether it is
lost irreversibly. Such capabilities are not by any means trivial, but are included
in the robot designs for the purposes of analysis and comparison.
4.5

Comparing Robots

We will compare the four robots introduced in this section, R0 , R1 , R2 , and
R3 . In order to achieve this we must first specify the task and derived I-space in
which we can compare the designs. The chosen derived I-space is Ider = Z+ ∪{0}.
Specifically, it consists of counts of the Limit Cycle state (the count variable is
shown in Fig. 3 and in the algorithms in the Appendix). If we assume that after
each collision the robot pushes the object a distance , task success is equivalently
tracked in memory by count up to a scalar.
We express the goal for the task of manipulating the cart in a long corridor
as IG ⊆ Ider , where IG is an open subset of the nonnegative integers. In this
set up, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a), the robot must push the object some N times,
corresponding to a net distance traveled, to succeed. More formally, we express
our information preference relation through the indicator 1G (η) corresponding
to whether a derived information history is within the goal region IG , thereby
inducing a partial ordering over information states. Hence, the likelihood of
success of any of the proposed robot designs (excluding R0 ) is solely determined
by their initialization, and the region of attraction of the limit cycle behavior
for the bouncing robots, which will be explored in more detail.
Comparing R1 , R2 , and R3 The comparison of robots R1 , R2 , and R3
through the lens of robot dominance is straightforward given our modular robot
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designs. Since R1 and R2 are comprised of a superset of the primitives of R3 , they
are strictly as capable or more capable than R3 , as per Lemma 1(a). Therefore,
we state that R1 and R2 dominate R3 , denoted by R3 E R1 , and R3 E R2 .
Likewise, using the same lemma, we can see that R2 E R1 . This is to say that for
the task of manipulating the cart along the long corridor R1 should outperform
R2 and R3 , and that R2 should outperform R3 .
While the policies for each robot design are nontrivial, Fig. 4 offers intuition
for the presented dominance hierarchies. Effectively, if either R2 or R3 are initialized into their Lost state they are incapable of executing the task for all time.
Hence, it is the configuration space volume corresponding to the Lost state that
determines the robot dominance hierarchy.
(1)
(2)
(3)
Let η (1) ∈ Ihist , η (2) ∈ Ihist , η (3) ∈ Ihist , and define I-maps that return
the variable count stored in memory for each robot. The information preference
relation then only discriminates whether the information histories correspond to
a trajectory reaching IG ⊆ Ider —in other words, whether a robot achieves the
required N nudges to the object in the corridor. Note that since there is no time
constraints to the task, this number is arbitrary and only relevant for tuning to
the length-scales of the problem. Thus, the dominance relations outlined above
follow from the fact that for non-zero volumes of the configuration space there
exists no integer l for which κ1 (η (1) )  κ2 (F l (η (2) , π2 , x)). On the other hand
for all x ∈ X, κ2 (η (2) )  κ1 (F l (η (1) , π1 , x)). Through this same procedure we
can deduce the rest of the hierarchies presented in this section.
Comparing R0 and R1 To compare R0 and R1 we may continue with a
similar reachability analysis as in the previous subsection. We note that from any
x ∈ X, R1 and R0 are capable of reaching the object and nudging it. This means
that given that the domain X is bounded and information history states η (0) ∈
(0)
(1)
Ihist , η (1) ∈ Ihist corresponding to each robot, there always exists a finite integer
l such that κ0 (η (0) )  κ1 (F l (η (1) , π1 , x)), and κ1 (η (1) )  κ0 (F l (η (0) , π0 , x)). So
we have that R1 E R0 and R0 E R1 , meaning that R1 ≡ R0 . Thus, R0 and R1
are equivalently capable of performing the considered task.
It is important to note that despite the intuition that R0 is more “powerful”
than R1 in some sense, for the purposes of the proposed task that extra power
is redundant. However, there are many tasks where this is would not be the case
(e.g., moving the robot to a specific point in the plane).
Comparing R0 , R2 and R3 Lastly, while the relationship between R0 and
the other robot designs is intuitive, we must introduce an additional lemma.
Lemma 2. (Transitive property) Given three robots R0 , R1 , R2 , if R2 E R1 and
R1 ≡ R0 , then R2 E R0 .
Proof. The proof of the transitive property of robot dominance comes from the
definition of equivalence. R1 ≡ R0 means that the following statements are
simultaneously true: R1 E R0 and R0 E R1 . Thus, this means that R2 E R1 E R0 ,
which implies that R2 E R0 , concluding the proof.
Using this additional lemma, we see that R2 E R0 , and R3 E R0 , as expected.
Hence, we have demonstrated that minimal robots may be capable of executing
complex strategies despite the constraints imposed by the micro-scale domain.
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Fig. 5: (a) The three types of bounce rules considered. The top row depicts fixed
bounce rules, where the robot leaves the boundary at a fixed angle regardless
of the incoming trajectory. The second row shows fixed monotonic bounce rules
preserving the horizontal direction of motion but keep the absolute angle between
the boundary and the outgoing trajectory fixed. The third row shows relative
bounce rules rotating the robot through an angle relative to its previous heading.
(b) The geometric setup for analyzing dynamics of triangular trajectories formed
by repeated single-instruction relative bounce rules.
Minimality in micromanipulation is in fact possible when robot designs take
advantage of naturally occurring dynamic structures, such as limit cycles. In
the following sections we discuss the necessary conditions for establishing such
cycles, as well as the robustness properties of limit cycle behavior, which are
important for extending this work to less idealized and deterministic settings.

5

Feasibility and Dynamics of Cyclic Motion Strategies

In this section we will derive and analyze limit cycle motion strategies that can be
used to manipulate objects through incidental collisions. The goal is to engineer
robust patterns in the robot’s trajectory that are useful for this task. When
looking to move an object down the corridor, three boundaries are present: the
two walls of the corridor, and the object itself. An ideal motion strategy would
use collisions with the two walls to direct the robot to collide with the object
in a repeatable pattern. Is it possible to do so with a single instruction to the
robot that it repeats indefinitely, every time it encounters a boundary? This
single-instruction strategy would lend itself well to the design of a micro-robot,
so that the robot robustly performs the correct boundary interaction each time.
We consider three types of boundary actions, as seen in Fig. 5(a). The first
and second types (fixed bounce rules) could be implemented through alignment
with the boundary (mechanical or otherwise) such that forward propulsion occurs at the correct heading. This measurement and reorientation can be done
compliantly, and does not necessarily require traditional onboard measurement
and computation. See, for example, similar movement profiles of microorganisms resulting from body morphology and ciliary contact interactions [10,22].
The third type of boundary interaction (relative bounce rule) requires a rotation
relative to the robot’s prior heading, implying the need for rotational odometry
or a fixed motion pattern triggered upon collision.
Here, we analyze the relative power of these actions for the task of pushing
an object down a hallway, without considering the broader context of initial
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conditions or localization, which were considered in Section 4. Particularly, we
consider the system of the robot, hallway and object as a purely dynamical
system, to establish the feasibility of trajectories resulting from minimal policies.
For the rest of this section, suppose that the bouncing robot navigates in a
corridor with parallel walls and a rectangular object as described in Section 3.
Proposition 1. For all bouncing robot strategies consisting of a single repeated
fixed bounce rule, there does not exist a strategy that would result in a triangular
trajectory that makes contact with the rectangular object.
Proof. A fixed bounce rule in this environment will result in the robot bouncing
back and forth between the two parallel walls forever after at most one contact with the object. A monotonic fixed bounce rule would result in the robot
bouncing down the corridor away from the object after at most one contact.
Remark 1. The feasibility of fixed (monotonic) bounce rule strategies in environments without parallel walls is unknown and possibly of interest.
Proposition 2. There exist an infinite number of strategies consisting of two
fixed bounce rules that each result in a triangular trajectory that makes contact
with the rectangular object. The robot must also be able to distinguish the object
from a static boundary, or must know its initial conditions.
Proof. Geometrically, an infinite number of triangles exist that can be executed
by a robot with the choice between two different fixed bounce rules. It is necessary that the robot be able to determine when it has encountered the first
corridor wall during its cycle, in order to switch bounce rules to avoid the situation described in the proof of Proposition 1. One sufficient condition is that
the robot knows the type of boundary at first contact, and has one bit of memory to track when it encounters the first corridor wall and should switch actions.
Equivalently, a strategy could use a sensor distinguishing the object from a static
boundary at collision time, along with one bit of memory.
Proposition 3. There exists a strategy consisting of a single repeated relative
bounce rule that results in a triangular trajectory that makes contact with the
rectangular object. Moreover, this strategy is robust to small perturbations in the
rotation θ and the initial angle α.
Proof. See Fig. 5(b) for the geometric setup. Here we will provide exact expressions for the quantities x, y and z as a function of the initial conditions, position,
and orientation of the robot on its first collision with the object.
First assume xk is given, as the point of impact of the robot with the object
at stage k. Let α be the angle indicated in Fig. 5(b), the angle between the
incoming trajectory at xk and the object face. Then, using simple trigonometry,
y = (` − xk ) tan(π − θ − α) where θ is the interior angle of the robot’s rotation.
To create an equiangular triangle, θ = π3 , but we will leave θ symbolic for now
to enable sensitivity analysis. To compute z, we consider the horizontal offset
due to the transition from the top to the bottom of the hallway. This leads to
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Fig. 6: (Left) The location of the impact on the object is nearly a linear function
of α for θ = π3 ±0.1. Only the counterclockwise cycle is shown; the clockwise cycle
follows from symmetry. (Right) The Jacobian of this system indicates robustness
to small perturbations in θ (white regions represent instability or infeasibility).
z = y + ` cot( 3π
2 − 2θ − α). Finally, we can compute the coordinate of where the
robot will return to the object, xk+3 = z tan( 3π
2 − α − 3θ). Solving for the fixed
point of this dynamical system, xF P = xk = xk+3 gives


tan(α + θ) − tan(α + 2θ)
xF P = `
.
tan(α + θ) − tan(α + 3θ)
Note that this xF P expression is not valid for all values of (α, θ), but only for
values leading to inscribed triangles in the environment such that xF P > 0.
For θ = π3 , Fig. 6 (Left) shows the location of the fixed point as a function
of the angle α, indicating that an infinite number of stable cycles exist for this
motion strategy, and every point of the object in the bottom half of the corridor
is contactable with counterclockwise cycles. The top half of the object can be
reached using clockwise cycles.
Since xk+3 = F (xk , α, θ) is linear in xk , the Jacobian is J = − tan(α +
θ) tan(α+3θ − π2 ). Figure 6 (Right) shows the value of the Jacobian as a function
of α and θ. All the shaded regions have an absolute value less than one, indicating
robustness to small perturbations of α and θ over a large domain.
Remark 2. We note that Propositions 2 and 3 are equivalent in terms of memory
requirements, both requiring the robot to “remember” either its previous heading
or its previous bounce rule at each stage of the strategy. However, the fixed
bounce strategy implies that the robot has more knowledge of its surroundings
than the relative bounce strategy, as it must measure the plane of the boundary it
encounters and orient itself appropriately. The relative bounce strategy requires
only information within the robot’s own reference frame.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we have designed robust motion strategies for minimal robots that
have great promise for micromanipulation. We have also analyzed the information requirements for task success, compared the capabilities of four different
robot designs, and found that minimal robot designs may still be capable of
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micromanipulation without the need for external computation. While our example of a rectangular obstacle in a corridor is simple, we think of this as robust
directed transport, a key building block for future work.
6.1 Future Directions
The setting of micro-robotics provides motivation for the approach we have laid
out in this work. At the micro-scale, coarse high-level controllers that can be
applied to a collection of many micro-robots are easier to implement than finegrained individual controllers. This requires formal reasoning about all possible
trajectories, in order to funnel the system into states that allow for task completion, as was illustrated in this work. In order to be more applicable in the
micro-robotics domain, it will be important to extend the approach to multiple agents, as well as scenarios subject to noise. While our strategies passively
provide some noise tolerance by virtue of the limit cycle region of attraction,
there is much work to be done on more concrete applications to characterize and
account for sensing and actuation noise.
Outside of our particular model and application, this work has implications
for the future of robot behavior and design. Often, derived I-states are designed
to infer information such as the set of possible current states of the robot, or the
set of possible states that the robot could have previously occupied. In this work,
we focus on derived I-spaces that encode information about what will happen to
the robot under a given strategy. With these forward-predictive derived I-spaces,
we encode a high density of task-relevant information into a few-state symbolic
abstraction. By making use of such abstractions, minimal agents may be endowed
with a passively predictive capacity leading to greater task-capability.
More broadly, this work provides an exciting glimpse toward more automated
analysis, through a combination of system identification techniques, hybrid systems theory, and I-space analysis. Coarse-grained sensors provide an avenue for
discretization useful for hierarchical control; such an approach is increasingly
needed as our robotic systems become more data-driven. Such a unified approach may be able to simultaneously identify coarse-grained system dynamics,
predict their task-capabilities, and design fine-tuned control strategies.
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